General Farm Tractor Rules
1. Rubber tires only. No chains, duals, 4x4 or studs permitted.
2. Tractor must have standard block and crankcase.
3. Tractors must have original injection pump and if equipped with a blower,
it must have a stock number and no visible modifications.
4. All weight must be safely secured to tractor. Any ballast or external part
lost while hooked to sled under green flag will result in a disqualification.
5. Tractor must have workable brakes.
6. Tractor must have working PTO and Hydraulics.
7. Drawbar is to be stationary in all directions while hooked to sled and
pulling.
8. Maximum height 20 inches from the top of hitching device parallel to
ground. Drawbar must have an opening of 3.5 inches and at least a 6 inch
clearance from all weights.
9. Any portion of the tractor going out of bounds will result in disqualification.
10.One fuel only is permitted; Tractor must use stock fuel for make and model
of tractor. Gasoline, diesel, or propane are considered primary stock fuels.
Ether, Oxygen, Alcohol and various forms of Nitromethane are not allowed.
11.All exhaust must be discharged vertically upward with a minimum exhaust
height of 12 inches.
12.No bounce or grace of set speed limits (10mph means 10.0 from the
moment you begin forward progress).
13.Tractors are given 100ft to shut down and restart pull.
14.No upshifting will be permitted past 100ft in farm classes.
15.Tri-State general rules also apply
TURBO FARM TRACTOR
1. 20.8R38 or 18.4R42 uncut tires or smaller: unless factory equipped with
wider tire in which competitor must be using factory cast wheels.
2. 3000RPM maximum
3. Weight at the discretion of the promoter
4. Non-altered turbos. No slots, Slugs, Billet wheels, or waste gates are
allowed.
5. 12 MPH or less at the discretion of the promoter.

